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Quote

For : Dr. Elena Rebollo Arredondo
Organisation : IBMB Servei de Microscopia - Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas (CSIC)
Date : November 4, 2020
Quote Number : Q657B.20

Your order for a new Huygens software always contains one full year of free of charge Maintenance & Upgrades.
Huygens can be offered in floating mode with multiple concurrent users ANYTIME and EVERYWHERE. This is clearly
indicated  with the number of concurrent users for your Huygens as well
Huygens can also be offered with node-locked licenses for off-line systems.
A combination between floating and node-locked? Ask for different set-ups and quotes.
Further questions on your specific Huygens license? Ask your Account Manager!

Product Code /
Set-up L# Description No. Price (EUR)

Current license:
HuPro-4.5-c-d4-bvACMx-mp-eom2014Jan01-c409db8868259a5f-{erabmc@ibmb.csic.es}-06e445a16b194c7b98d1

SVI-UPGRM 10 Upgrade & Maintenance. to latest version of Huygens with ordering
additional Maintenance minimal 1 year 1 5,278 €

SVI-MN-HuPro 20 Huygens Professional MNT. Maintenance and Upgrades 1 470 €

SVI-MN-CF 30 Confocal MNT. Optical option. Maintenance and Upgrades for all brands
of Single photon confocal microscopes 1 160 €

SVI-MN-FFB-B 40

Full File-readers Option MNT. Maintenance and Upgrades . Bundles
additional file readers: Zeiss ZVI * Zeiss CZI * Zeiss LSM * Nikon ND2 *
Leica LIF * Olympus OIF * Olympus VSI * Metamorph STK * Abberior
Imspector MSR.

For more info: https://svi.nl/fileformats.

1 160 €

SVI-MN-VACM 50

Advanced Visualization & Analysis bundle MNT. FOUR OPTIONS.
Maintenance and Upgrades for

SFP With Surface Renderer,

MovieMaker,

Colocalization Analyzer (pixel based) and

Object Analyzer & Colocalization (Object based).

1 640 €

SVI-MN-CAC 60 Chromatic Aberration Corrector MNT. Maintenance and Upgrades. 1 78 €

SVI-DE 70

Deconvolution & Batch Express. Both Batch Express (since 18.04) and the
Decon Express (since 17.10) enable fully automatic deconvolution, make use
of smart templates and the high-quality deconvolution algorithms in Huygens
to restore your images 100% automatically (Batch Express) or with just a
single click of a button (Deconvolution Express). Choose from 4 smart
templates (fast, standard, aggressive, conservative) that automatically survey
the image with different conditions to arrive at the best deconvolution
parameters for that image.

This option is ideal to be combined with GPU acceleration for even faster
deconvolution results.
Discount = 1190.00 €

1 0 €

SVI-MN-BLC 80

Bleaching Corrector MNT. Maintenance and Upgrades.

Part of Huygens Essential and Huygens Professional. Bleaching Correction
works only in combination with the Time Option. Can be found under
'Deconvolution' in HuEss and HuPro.

1 Free of Charge

SVI-WF/BF 90
Widefield & Brightfield. Optical option.Specially designed to take into
account the optical properties of all brands of widefield & brightfield
microscopes. Checks and corrects for bleaching, lamp instability etc.

1 1,620 €
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SVI-SP 100 Spinning Disc. Optical option. Specially designed to take into account the
optical properties of spinning disk microscopes. 1 1,620 €

SVI-TIME 110

Time option. Viewing and cropping in 4D. Processing times series is not
simply a matter of frame by frame deconvolution. This Option corrects for
bleaching over time for all types of microscopes and in addition corrects for
Z-drift over time for all datasets. Time-dependent background is also
determined and corrected. All frames are restored in one session for the
entire time period. Furthermore, the Time option enables the following
corrections over time: 4D Gaussian, Laplacian and PlotFlux.

1 590 €

SVI-Perform-PLUS 120

Performance-Plus Option. Increase the performance of your Huygens
license with CPU and GPU acceleration.

CPU: Maximum usage of 12 physical CPU cores, or 24 logical cores when
hyper-threaded.

GPU: Maximum usage of 2 Large GPU cards.

Overview of current Large GPU cards can be found at
https://svi.nl/GPUcards.

If your card is not on the list: each GPU card must have a maximum of 8,192
cores and maximum 24 GB VIDEORAM.

NVIDIA CUDA enabled cards are required.

(NO hardware is included with this option)

1 4,980 €

 
Subtotal ex taxes including 1 Year Maintenance & Upgrades for a single node-locked license. 15,596 €
Discount - we would appreciate if you can advertise the availability of Huygens on your lab/facility
website, and - if possible - post a link to the Huygens Imaging Academy
(https://svi.nl/Huygens-Imaging-Academy).

-/- 606 €

 
Total ex taxes for upgrading Huygens Professional to latest version, including Maintenance and
Support until January 1, 2023
(One year M&U, value 1,990 Euro, Free of charge

14,990 €
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Additional Information:

1. About this quote.
1.1. This quote is in Euro and valid for 30 days from the date mentioned above.
1.2. A later acceptance date will not change the envisaged EOM dates as stated in this quote.
1.3. SVI's standard terms and conditions are applicable to this quotation. (see https://svi.nl/Standard-Terms-and-Conditions.)
1.4. All newly bought Software prices include one year of free maintenance (Upgrades & Support). You can order more years at once.
1.5. Additional Options and Basics can always be bought at a later date and added while under maintenance.
1.6. If you want to trade in Basics and Options for other Huygens products you can do so for their original purchasing price once a year.
1.7. You need not select all maintenance items in this quote. When not selected the rights on updates and support for those items will be
forfeited.

1.8. Huygens software is offered primarily in FLOATING mode with 3 concurrent/simultaneous users who can log in from everywhere with an
internet connection. This mode is stated clearly in the quote.
1.9. Huygens software can also be bought as a node-locked or computer-locked license working on one computer which can be accessed from
within the same network (remote display) . This mode is stated clearly in the quote.
1.10. In case of node-locked licenses: if more than one basic is placed on the same computer the basics can share the options.
1.11. In case of node-locked licenses: If you have a dual boot system you can have Huygens running on both OSes without extra costs.

2. Huygens Maintenance & Upgrade services.
2.1. We work 24/7 to make Huygens more user-friendly, add new features, develop solutions for imaging new microscopy techniques.
2.2. Two major upgrades per year to the latest version and about twenty intermittent updates/patches reflect this. See also
http://www.svi.nl/WhatsNew
2.3. Customers who need patches urgently before official release can get special download links.
2.4. Support via email, telephone, desktop-sharing for problems users may encounter with installation, data acquisition & imaging.
2.5. Specific remote lectures and training by SVI staff for you and your colleagues.
2.6. Course and Workshop Support: materials and temporary licenses when you organize a course in your facility or institute. Can also
include specific remote lectures.
2.7. Invitations for Huygens Webinars presenting latest Huygens developments.
2.7 Access to Huygens Imaging Academy, written tutorials, webinars held, up-to-date manuals, White-papers.
2.8. Default every year right to swap or migrate basics or options by paying the difference (if any) between original purchase and current list-
price.
2.9. Right to migrate Huygens license to another Department or University if the owner-scientist moves there. Valid maintenance contract
required. The former license(s) must be deleted fully while the former Department/University delivers a written statement of approval.
2.10. In case of node-locked licenses: Default every year free migration of your license to new hardware (same or different OS).

3. Price of maintenance:
3.1 For Floating licenses an add on (3% to 5%) per concurrent user is added above the node-locked base.
3.2 For node-locked licenses charges are at most 10% of the current list price per year, for 2nd Y you get 15% discount and for the 3rd Y even
25% discount.

4. License Migrations and Incidental Upgrades:
Your needs in deconvolution may change. Our product-range is broadened continuously.
4.1 If you want to migrate from one to another (new) Basic or Option you can do so by paying the price difference (if any) between the two.
4.2 Moving your license to a different OS (Windows, Mac, Linux) is seen as a new Huygens SysID and included in your valid maintenance
contract.
4.3 When out of maintenance we offer an upgrade alone for 7% per year out of maintenance (of current total list price) or an upgrade & M&U
for 5% per year out of maintenance & the M&U fees for 1 year minimally from the month the new license is issued.
4.4 When you need to move your Huygens license with an older version number to another computer (same OS) while your maintenance has
expired you may do so for an administrative fee. The former license must be removed and this right is strictly limited to moving the Huygens
license within the same group.
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Order

I herewith order in accordance with this quote (Q657B.20) the above product for the above price.

 
Date Place Name Signature Amount Ordered

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------EUR --------------------------------------

VAT # Vendor SVI NL 8135.99.519B01
VAT # Customer ................................. (For EU Member-State customers)

If you decide to order our software there are the following options for payment:

(1) wire directly into the ABNAMRO account of SVI in the Netherlands (No US bank-account required):
IBAN code beneficiary : NL45ABNA0438465261 
BIC code beneficiary : ABNANL2A
Currency : EUR
Bank name : ABNAMRO
Account number of beneficiary : 438465261   
Name of beneficiary : Scientific Volume Imaging BV
  
(2) wire directly into the $ Rabobank account of SVI in the USA (US Bank account required):
Account number of beneficiary SVI : 6208463983
Fed- wire/routing number : 122238420
Currency : USD
Bank name : Rabobank N.A.
Name of Beneficiary
 

:
 

Scientific Volume Imaging B.V.
 

(3) Pay with PayPal or credit-card (FASTEST):

* Go to https://svi.nl/payinvoice

* Enter Q657A.20 as your invoice number at Pay invoice (select correct currency) and click Pay Now.

* Proceed in the secure PayPal page to finalize your payment.

Thank you for ordering our software!


